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Ranked among the Top 90 Hotel Management Institute in the World, NIPS has set an example for offering graduates a wide variety of courses and career opportunities. Throughout its 31-year history, NIPS has been named the top college in Eastern India by the Pioneer newspaper for four years in a row. Founded in 1993, the NIPS Hotel Management Institute leads the way in providing a range of national and international programs to offer top-notch employment prospects within the hospitality industry. The All India Council for Technical Education accreditation by the Indian Government has distinguished NIPS Hotel Management Institute from its contemporaries.

NIPS offers a diverse range of educational programs across its four campuses, including three-year Degree programs, Diploma programs, 6 – 9 months Certificate programs, and Master’s courses. Additionally, the institute provides students with the opportunity to earn international certificates and diplomas from reputed foreign institutes. These provide students with a well-rounded education and open doors to a variety of career opportunities within the hospitality and tourism industry. The Institute has won the CMO Asia Magazine’s Best Institute of the Year award. Along with that, NIPS has been awarded “Asia’s Greatest Brand” for the 2019–2020 academic year, and Best Institute of Year by CMO Asia Award Singapore for excellent hospitality education.

With over 30 years of experience in academia, the NIPS Hotel Management Institute has become the first hotel management college in India to receive the esteemed “Best International Placement Award” in Bangkok, Thailand for the 2019-2020 academic year. The institute is noted for assigning students to the greatest internships and placements programmes, especially in nations like the USA, France, Germany and many more countries globally. Graduates from this Institute are given excellent positions in a variety of industries, both in India and abroad, working for renowned multinational corporations such as Royal Caribbean Cruises, Carnival, American Cruise, Sodexo, and more. NIPS’s students are either permanently settled overseas or are employed there in nations like the US, England, France, Canada, Germany, Thailand, Singapore, New Zealand, Australia, etc.

Under the admirable guidance of Mr Vivek Pathak, the Founder and Managing Director of NIPS, a modest endeavour from 30 years ago has grown into a legacy. Emphasizing the importance of fostering students’ wide ranging competences at NIPS Hotel Management Institute he stated, “The institution prioritizes shaping the students’ personalities, sharing international exposure, and imparting valuable skills through case studies and academic progress evaluations. Our goal is to build confidence and equip students with decision-making and make them ready for the hospitality industry”. Mr Pathak was honoured as Time Business Leader of the East, Times of India for his significant contribution to the expansion and success of the hospitality sector.

NIPS Hotel Management Institute has earned a reputation for producing top-notch executives, chefs, managers, entrepreneurs, mixologists, wine specialists, cruise managers, food and product experts, and more. Some of the students of the institute who achieved the opportunity to work at the best places and departments are Prateek Basu, currently working at the Sandals Resort as an Executive Chef in Dover, Christ Church, Barbados. Another student, Biswadip Pal is in the post of Vice President at HDFC Bank Ltd in Bangalore, India. One of the others, Anand Singh working as an Executive Chef at Crowne Plaza Nairobi Airport, Nairobi, Kenya. Rakhi Mukherjee working at Marriott Vacation Club in Bantry, Ireland. Nishut Prinja pursuing a career with Emirates in Dubai. UAE, Varun Gupta, Franchise Owner as well as Operator at Bottle O Kiara in Perth, Western Australia. Shaon Sen is an Executive Sous Chef at The Star Sydney in Sydney, Australia. Medhatithi was designated General Manager at Namah Resort- Jim Corbett, A Radisson Individual located at Uttarakhand, India.

About NIPS Institute
NIPS started in the year 1993, is a well-known hotel management institute that offers courses in the field of hospitality education. The institute was opened in Kolkata but now has spread its presence in many other cities that include Ranchi, Bhubaneswar, and Shillong. Many of the graduates from the institute have received attractive salary packages and employment offers, solidifying NIPS’ commitment to providing its students with the best career opportunities in the hospitality industry.
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              NIPS ACHIEVEMENTS

              NIPS's longstanding reputation among the top Hotel, Hospitality & Culinary Institute in the world is based on quality education, teaching methodology, impressive placement record, brand value, and student achievement across multiple industries. Here is a brief highlight of some of the major awards and recognition we have received over the past years.

              More Achievements
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              NIPS ALUMNI

              The alumni are the true ambassadors of an Institution. Alumni of NIPS Hotel Management, in particular, has excelled and acquired top positions of eminence in a well prestigious organization nationally and internationally.

              More Alumni
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              NIPS RANKED AMONG THE BEST 90 HOTEL MANAGEMENT COLLEGES IN THE WORLD

              NIPS Hotel Management ranked among the top 90 hotel management institutes of the world for its performance and quality education. A pioneer in the hospitality educational industry for 27 years, NIPS Hotel Management College has caught the global attention for its outstanding placement records.

              Know More
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              NIPS PLACEMENTS

              NIPS is part of an international placement network of more than 6,754 companies in 110 countries to provide it's passing out students with worldwide job opportunities. NIPS is Proud recipients of prestigious Black Swan award for Best International Placement in Bangkok.

              More Placements
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          A WORLD OF OPPORTUNITY

          Tourism and the hospitality industry is an umbrella covering a sea of fun and exciting careers, from being a General Manager of a luxurious hotel in Bangkok, food and beverage manager on a high-end cruise line to preparing signature dish at a top-end restaurant in France. The Hospitality industry has some of the most lucrative and glamorous jobs opportunities…

          Know More
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              What if you could get paid to taste ice-cream or chocolates or how about travel the world in cruise liners and get paid or working amidst exotic landscapes & wildlife in South Africa, or showing creative skills on a stunning beach of Caribbean island. Sounds impossible dreams, not with us. . After all, the best things happen to those who join NIPS...
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              How about having breakfast in Dubai, lunch in London, and Dinner at New York in one day or traveling to a new country every morning without spending a penny. Careers in hospitality education promise a lifestyle filled with excitement, fame, fortune, and the chance to explore the world. It seems like the perfect chance to make money and visit the world's ...
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              The success of our alumni all over the world provides testimonials of how their theory & practical education & training at NIPS college have changed their lives. Today NIPS Alumni internationally are accomplishing their dreams and reaching beyond boundaries.

              More Alumni
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                    Alumni Achievements

                    The Institute takes immense pride in alumni success while...

                    Know More 
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                    Students Achievements

                    There is as such no dearth of talent at NIPS. By participating...
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                    Courses

                    Hotel management has successfully placed itself as the most...
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                    Media

                    Being at the forefront in Hospitality education NIPS gets...
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              WORLD ASSOCIATION OF CHEFS SOCIETIES - ACCREDITED

              The world's highest Chef body from 110 countries endorses NIPS as the top Best 90 colleges of the world.
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              BEST INTERNATIONAL PLACEMENT AWARD

              NIPS bags the top honor for Best International Placement Award in Asia at Bangkok

              Know More
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              ACCREDITED MEMBER OF IFCA

              Indian Chef association which represents India Globally puts its seal of approval for providing quality culinary education.
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              ASIA'S GREATEST BRAND AWARD

              NIPS Hospitality Group acknowledged as Asia Greatest Brands & Leaders Award 2020 in Bangkok.
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          The GREAT INDIAN Culinary

          [image: The GREAT INDIAN Culinary]

NIPS encourages its students to participate in multiple national & International competitions hosted by multinational companies and organization like Nestle, French Consulate, US & UK trade department, Amul, Indian Express, Remington, etc. Competitions offer a chance for students to gain substantial experience, showcase skills, analyze and evaluate outcomes, and uncover personal aptitude. Competitions also encourage students to adopt innovative techniques and to develop their ideas and skills. Participating in Competition develops self-discipline and drive in students to achieve more among competitors with love respect and acceptance. NIPS on the regular basis organizes intra-college competition to spread healthy competition among students and helps them to learn more about themselves, teamwork & collaboration. Students get a wonderful opportunity to step in and it teaches them a valuable life lesson about developing the right attitude and approach toward future challenges
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              SCHOLARSHIP

              Students of NIPS Hotel Management can avail various Government Scholarship Schemes to support their studies. These are meant to provide benefits to the students coming from different backgrounds...

                            Read More
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              STUDENT CREDIT CARD SCHEME BY GOVT. OF WEST BENGAL

              The Government of West Bengal recognizes the importance of financial aid in student's lives and has introduced the Student Credit Card Scheme for any student of West Bengal to pursue education with no financial constraints...
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              SMART DIGITAL STUDENT LOANS TO ACCELERATE & GROW YOUR CAREER

              Vidya Lakshmi is a first of its kind portal for students seeking Education Loan. This portal has been developed under the guidance of Department of Financial Services (Ministry of Finance), Department of Higher Education...
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        Getting Touch with Us

        
          
            
            Please leave a message, it will be our pleasure to call you.

            

             
            

          

          
            
              We will love to lead the
                way to your personal
                growth & success.

              
                Call us :

                 6366782382
              

              
                Write to us :

                 admission@nipsgroup.in
              

            

          

        

      

        
  

    
      
        
          
            "IF IT IS HOTEL MANAGEMENT, IT MUST BE NIPS"

          

        

      

    

    
      
        
          
            Business verticals
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                297, Mahishbathan,
Sector-V, Salt Lake City,
Kolkata 700 102, India

              

              
                
                +91 6366782382

              

              
                
                (033) 2367 5177

              

              
                
                admission@nipsgroup.in

              

              
                For Jobs, Apply Here:
jobs@nipsgroup.in

              

            

          

          
            Kolkata

            MB 297, Sector V, Saltlake City,
Kolkata - 700 102, 
West Bengal

            Ranchi

            Ashram marg, Opposite Military
              Firing Range

              Bariatu, Ranchi , Jharkhand,
              Pin- 834009

          

          
            BHUBANESWAR

            Plot No -74, K3, Ghatikia Khandagiri,

              Near to Wishdom School,

              Bhubaneswar - 751 003, Odisha.

            SHILLONG

            Nongmynsong, Umkdait,
              East Khasi Hills, Shillong- 793019, 
              Meghalaya
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          Scholarship

          
            
          
        

        
        Students of NIPS Hotel Management can avail various Government Scholarship Schemes to support their studies. These are meant to provide benefits to the students coming from different backgrounds. The government scholarships are provided on the national and state-level basis. NIPS Students can directly apply to these scholarship schemes through this section.
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    BOOK A FREE COUNSELING SESSION
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